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To
n
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Words fall empty around me, nothing but voices beating in syllables.
"Ni Idi bu la ir
"YTIu shunfeng."
A young mother beside me on the bus holds her baby under one arm
and clutches two plastic bags tearing with the weight of yams. Her words are
water hitting hot oil, staccato bursts of sound. If this were my first week in
China, I'd think she were furious. Yet now I'm used to hearing the rapid rhythm
of conversations I don't understand.
"Cesuo zai nar?" was the first sentence I attempted, hours into my first
day in Beijing. The woman collecting tickets at the Forbidden City squinted at
me, then giggled to her colleague in a matching khaki shirt.
"Cesuo zai nar?" I tried again, louder this time.
They stared at me, confused. I fumbled for the right page in my guidebook
then pointed at the sequence of characters I'd failed to pronounce. They studied
the page and then laughed with a flush of embarrassment before pointing me
toward the bathroom.
Within a month, I learned the survival essentials. I could ask directions,
negotiate the price of a tomato, and read which door to the bathroom was for
me. But even after a year of making China home, I am a laowai, outsider. The
language of daily conversation connections is a backdrop of percussion lost to
me.
Characters decorate the billboards walling the street, fill the books and
newspapers in other people's hands. To my eyes, words are lines and patterns.
Art surrounding my silence.
My voice, the language of my childhood and friendships has been reduced
to the four sentences most people have memorized in school:
"Hello, will you be my American friend?"
"Help me practice my English."
"Can you use chopsticks?"
"China has the best food in the world."
At a bus stop or by the onion vendor, everywhere I go, there will be someone
who approaches me for the same short conversation. And when we run out of
words, we'll both smile and study each other's unfamiliar faces, then look away,
embarrassed by how little we still understand.
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